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May 2022 – CSUR Technical Webinar
Western Canada: At the Heart of CCUS
The energy industry here in Alberta, and
indeed in Western Canada, continues to
evolve and pivot in order to not only survive,
but thrive in a Lower-Carbon Future. With
proven technology, experience and resources
already within our collective toolboxes,
Carbon Capture, Utilization, and Storage
(CCUS) has been touted as one of the
solutions to mitigate future emissions. There
is significant subsurface (geological) potential
within our Western Canadian Sedimentary
Basin (WCSB) to advance CCUS projects. As
such, the Alberta Government has taken an
important step in proactively managing the
expected growth in the CCUS sector by
instituting a competitive & rigorous
regulatory approval process for the industry
to navigate, with the primary goal being the
development of safe carbon storage hubs.
Earlier this year, the first 6 CCUS project
proponents were announced for the
Industrial Heartland region of Alberta.
Additional province-wide projects are
expected to be announced by the
government as more proposals have already
been submitted for approval.
Chase Gilbert, Geologist, and Francis Morin,
Senior Geologist, both from McDaniel and
Associates, were tasked with providing an
initial technical & regulatory overview of the
CCUS landscape in Alberta to set the stage for
this webinar, provide some context regarding
current & future prospects, and for
moderating the panel. During this session,
representatives from 5 of the 6 CCUS projects announced were part of a panel discussion and provided their unique
perspectives, including details related to their respective projects.
The panelists were:
•

Adam Chalkley, Director of Lower Carbon Development, Enbridge
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•
•
•
•

Lisa Tebbutt, Director of Business Development, Carbon Business Unit, Wolf Midstream
Stephen Mason, CEO, Reconciliation Energy Transition
Fabrizio (Fab) Chiacchia, Vice President of New Ventures, Pembina Pipeline Corporation
Matthew Brister, President, Bison Low Carbon Ventures

The overall prevailing messages from all the participants were of optimism and excitement for the future of this sector in
the coming years & decades. There was significant dialogue regarding the need to cultivate strategic partnerships among
industry & non-industry players, and with all the stakeholders. Although all the projects await the Award of Tenure
documentation from the government, the need to foster relationships with and involve various Indigenous groups as
equity partners was also deemed critical in achieving sustainable projects.
From a technical perspective, storage of carbon (CO2) has been utilized since the early 1970’s (USA) for enhanced oil
recovery (EOR) schemes and since the mid-1990’s for pure disposal type projects (Norway – saline aquifer). Whether
injecting CO2 into saline aquifers, depleted reservoirs, or for EOR projects, this technology offers a large capacity for
storage and appears to be the preferred industrial solution locally (in WCSB) & globally. With the recently announced
Investment Tax Credit (ITC) from the Canadian Government for sequestration projects, the stage is set for a flood of
activity in this sector. Therefore, given that carbon pricing is here to stay, incentive programs, such as the ITC & Carbon
Credits, may be lucrative enough to spur the development of better technology and even more projects in the future.
Based on comments from the panel, establishing best practice standards (including MMV - Monitoring, Measurements
and Verification protocols & knowledge sharing portals), effective communication with the public & all stakeholders and
using the industry’s talent, experience & existing public information will be instrumental in meeting the government’s
requirement for developing safe & technically sound storage hubs throughout the province.
SUMMARY
The Western Canada: At the Heart of CCUS presentation and panel discussion will provide an up-to-date perspective on
Western Canada's CCUS landscape from a regulatory, economic, and technical perspective. McDaniel and Associates are
excited to bring together representatives from several companies in the process of advancing Alberta's CO2 storage
hubs. The presentation and discussion will provide insight into understanding where CCUS is today to inform how CCS
will continue to develop on a larger scale.
Western Canada is a global leader in carbon capture, utilization, and sequestration (CCUS) and continues to advance the
technology roadmap that will ultimately reduce emissions and lower barriers to entry for novel CCUS applications. In
addition, the technical expertise, geological suitability, and legal, regulatory and policy frameworks established in
Canada's hydrocarbon producing provinces have enabled the safe and successful operation of numerous CCUS projects
that lay the foundation for future development.
The Alberta government is managing the growth of the CCUS industry by issuing carbon sequestration rights through a
competitive process that enables the safe development of carbon storage hubs. These carbon sequestration hubs will be
overseen by companies trusted to provide safe and effective sequestration services from various emission sources to
several industrial clients. The Request for Full Project Proposals (RFPP) is currently underway, with six successful
proponents having already been announced on March 31, 2022 to move to the next stage for further evaluation. These
proponents are invited to work with the province to further evaluate the identified area of interest through an
evaluation permit supported by a Monitoring, Measurement, and Verification Plan.
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McDaniel and Associates have provided CCUS regulatory and subsurface advisory services to over two-dozen clients
across Western Canada to help delineate optimal storage solutions and resolve technical and economic modelling ahead
of regulatory approvals. McDaniel's experience across regulatory, financial, and subsurface advisory provides a holistic
perspective of the CCUS landscape across Alberta.
PRESENTER AND MODERATED: Francis Morin and Chase Gilbert, McDaniel & Associates
PANELISTS:
1. Adam Chalkley, Director of Lower Carbon Development – Enbridge
2. Stephen Mason, CEO – Reconciliation Energy Transition
3. Matthew Brister, President – Bison Low Carbon Ventures
4. Fabrizio Chiacchia, Vice President of New Ventures, Pembina Pipeline Corporation
5. Lisa Tebbutt, Director of Business Development, Carbon Business Unit @ Wolf Midstream

PRESENTERS AND MODERATORS
Chase Gilbert, P.Geo
Geologist
McDaniel & Associates

Chase Gilbert P. Geo gained his early experience and a major Canadian oil and gas company
before joining McDaniel. Chase is proficient in geological and petrophysical interpretation
and mapping and has experience in the site selection and scoping for saline aquifers and
depleted oil and gas reservoirs, carbon sequestration advisory and carbon dioxide
enhanced oil recovery.

Francis Morin, P.Geo
Senior Geologist
McDaniel & Associates

Francis Morin P. Geo joined McDaniel after gaining experience at an international
E & P company, his recent focus has been on the evaluation of carbon
sequestration projects including saline aquifers and enhanced oil recovery
projects. His proactive personality allows him to directly lead scoping and site
selection projects for carbon sequestration in saline aquifers. His technical and
carbon regulatory expertise enables him to advise directly C-suite level
executives.
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PANELISTS
Adam Chalkley
Director, Low Carbon Development
Enbridge

Adam Chalkley joined Enbridge in January 2020 and is the Director of Low Carbon
Development for Enbridge's liquids pipelines business unit.
He is responsible for the development of low carbon business opportunities
across the carbon dioxide and hydrogen value chains, spanning Enbridge's liquids
pipeline footprint, from Alberta to the US Gulf Coast, including the recently
announced Open Access Wabamun Carbon Hub.
To be located west of Edmonton, the Wabamun Carbon Hub has the potential to
double Canada's captured and permanently stored carbon dioxide by as early as
2027. The Wabamun Hub represents a unique collaboration among a broad range of industries, including downstream
oil and gas, power generation, and cement manufacturing, as well as local Indigenous groups who will co-own and codevelop the transportation and sequestration infrastructure.
Prior to joining Enbridge, Adam was the founder and owner of a crane and rigging company servicing Western
Canada. He also worked in various strategic and operational roles at Flint Energy Services, including President of Flint's
specialized transportation division – ENTREC Transportation Services, and Vice President of Strategy and Development
of Flint's maintenance services division – FT Services.
Adam began his career as a lawyer with Burnet, Duckworth & Palmer LLP in Calgary, Alberta. Adam holds a Bachelor of
Arts degree, a Master of Business Administration degree (specialization in Natural Resources and Energy) and a Bachelor
of Laws degree all from the University of Alberta.

Stephen Mason
Chairman & CEO
Reconciliation Energy Transition Inc.

Stephen brings over 40 years of success in developing domestic and
international energy business opportunities. He has led the start-up of seven
companies, the most significant being Artumas Group Inc. which reached an
enterprise value of $1 billion with over 200 employees in Canada, Tanzania and
Mozambique.
Steve brings extensive experience with high-level government policymakers,
First Nations communities and non-governmental agencies.
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Matthew Brister, P.Geol

President
Bison Low Carbon Ventures Inc. & Bison Oil and Gas Ltd.
Matthew is the President at Bison Low Carbon Ventures Inc and Bison Oil and Gas Ltd.
He is a founding team member (VP, CEO Dir.) of nine energy start-ups that developed
production focused across western Canada, North Africa, and the North Sea. Matthew
served as Director or Chair of >20 companies, half of which were public on the TSX, AIM
or Oslo bourse, and CAPP. He is the current Director of three ‘not for profit' educationfocused entities and a Fellow in the energy stream of the CDL Rockies tech accelerator.

Fabrizio (Fab) Chiacchia
Vice President of New Ventures
Pembina Pipeline Corporation

Fab is currently the Vice President of New Ventures at Pembina Pipeline
Corporation, a leading energy infrastructure company in North America. At
Pembina, he is responsible for ‘building new platforms for growth' in the
Marketing and New Ventures Division. These platforms include LNG, chemicals,
and opportunities in the emerging lower-carbon economy. Fab has held leadership
positions across industries ranging from medical technology to energy
infrastructure across North America over the last 20 years. He holds an MBA from
Queen's in Kingston Ontario, a Masters and Bachelors in the sciences from Calgary,
and a PMP designation. Fab is an active member in the S.T.E.M. community,
awarded the Ernest C. Manning Innovation Award, and was a delegate of the
Governor General's Canadian Leadership Conference.

[NO PHOTO]
Lisa Tebbutt
Director Business Development, Carbon Business Unit
Wolf Midstream

Lisa is currently the Director, Business Development, of the Carbon Business Unit for Wolf midstream. In that capacity,
she is responsible for business development and execution of Carbon, Capture and Storage (CCUS) opportunities. Wolf
Midstream owns and operates energy infrastructure assets in Western Canada including the Access Pipeline System, the
Alberta Carbon Trunk Line and NGL North. Wolf is a portfolio company of Canada Pension Plan Investment Board (CPP
Investments). Prior to joining Wolf, Lisa worked for 6 years at Scotiabank in Global Banking and Markets and several E&P
companies in various capacities.
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